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Abstract—For islanded microgrids (MGs), distributed control is
regarded as a preferred alternative to centralized control for the
frequency restoration of MGs. However, distributed control with
successive communication restricts the efficiency and resilience of
the control system. Towards this end, this paper proposed a
distributed event-triggered control strategy for the frequency
secondary control in islanded MGs. The proposed event-triggered
control is Zeno behavior free and enables each DG update and
propagate its state to neighboring DGs only when specific “event”
occurs, which significantly reduces the communication burden.
Compared with the existing event-triggered control, a trigger
condition checking period of the proposed event-triggered control
is provided to reduce the computation burden when checking the
trigger condition. Furthermore, using the aperiodicity and
intermittent properties of the communication, a simple detection
principle is proposed to detect and isolate the compromised
communication links in a timely and economic fashion, which
improves the resilience of the system against FDI attacks. Finally,
the control effectiveness of proposed control scheme is validated
by the simulation results of the tests on a MG with 4 DGs.
Index Terms—Distributed control, event-triggered control,
secondary control, islanded microgrid.

I. INTRODUCTION
to DGs’ potential of improving the energy efficiency,
reliability, and sustainability [1], future power grid will
accommodate a large mount of distributed generators (DGs). To
better manage the integrated DGs, microgrid (MG) plays a vital
role. A MG with appreciated control can operate in both gridconnected mode and islanded mode. Since a great number of
advanced communicating and computing devices are deployed
in MGs for better monitoring and controlling the systems, the
MG becomes typical cyber-physical system with deep
interaction of electric system and communication network [2].
For the control structure of MGs, hierarchical control is
considered as a common control framework [3]-[4], which
include the primary, secondary and tertiary control level. The
primary control usually uses droop mechanism to achieve
autonomous power sharing only relying on measurement at
local states. The main tasks of the secondary control are to
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compensate the deviation of frequency/voltage caused by the
primary droop control and, additionally, to achieve desired
power allocation [5]-[8]. The tertiary control concerns more
about the economy and optimality of MGs’ operation.
In islanded MGs, the main objective is to maintain
continuous power supply and keep the system stable. Thus, the
tertiary control level appears to be not so important for islanded
MGs, and what counts is the primary and secondary control
levels. The secondary control is of great importance for the
islanded MGs working at the nominal conditions, keeping the
system stable and increasing the quality of power supply. Thus,
the reliability of the secondary control is crucial [9].
Traditionally, the secondary control is governed by a
centralized controller, which needs to collect global
information from all the participating DGs and send the
decision signals back to them. However, with an increasing
number of DGs being accommodated, the centralized control
would require the central master controller has strong
computing capability and the communication links have
sufficiently large bandwidth. Besides, any changes in
communication topology or plug-and-play of DGs and loads
will cause changes in control protocol. To this end, the
distributed control strategies are developed and implemented in
MGs’ operation and regulation due to their flexibility,
scalability and better computational performance [9]-[13],
especially in the secondary control level. With distributed
control, each DG only needs its local and neighboring DGs’
information through a sparse communication network to
achieve the secondary control objective, which will reduce the
infrastructure cost and improve the scalability. However, the
existing distributed secondary control strategies are always
based on successive communication and computation
assumption, because continuous control is usually implemented
by a digital control system in practice application, which means
that the controller computes its protocol and propagates its
decision once a time in between an extremely small sampling
period. Such an assumption requires DGs have fast computation
ability and the system is with ideal communication environment,
which are obviously unrealistic for the DGs with limited
computation ability [8]. Besides, the limited communication
bandwidth could lead to traffic congestion when the system
scaling up. In such circumstances, designing an appreciated
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secondary control scheme should not only consider the
achievement of desired control performance, but also consider
the conservation of communication and computation resources.
In fact, the distributed secondary controllers do not
necessitate successively operating, rather, they can be triggered
only when some specified event occurs. In this sense, the
distributed event-triggered control methods are developed to
achieve the secondary control goals while reducing the
communication burden [14]-[17]. The event-triggered
controller does not require DGs to communicate with others and
update their states successively but only when required. Thus,
the communication requirement is significantly reduced in this
way. Furthermore, the aperiodic and intermittent way of date
exchange among DGs would make the event-triggered
controller have inherent ability to detect the successive false
date injection (FDI) attacks on communication links, which will
increase the resilience of system. The main tasks for designing
a distributed event-triggered control are two folds: one is to
design a proper trigger condition that enables the convergence
of the control system, the other is to prove that the designed
controller does not exist Zeno behavior (the controller updates
and communicates an infinite number of times in a finite period
[17]). So far, several distributed event-triggered control
strategies for the secondary control in MGs have been
investigated in the literature [8][18]-[21]. [8] introduces a
distributed event-triggered method for frequency/voltage
regulation and accurate real/reactive power sharing in islanded
MGs. The two objectives are decoupled into two timescales,
and the event-triggered distributed average consensus in [22]
are used to design the event-triggered controllers only for power
sharing control with slower timescale, then the communication
requirement is significantly reduced and the two objectives are
achieve. [18] develops a proportional-integral-based secondary
control, the authors provide a distributed triggering condition
for each DGs to reduce the communication burden. The authors
in [19] propose an instantaneous event-triggered secondary
control strategy. In this work, a PI-free controller is designed to
compensate the frequency deviation instantaneously, and an
event-triggering mechanism is introduced to reduce the amount
of communications in both transient and steady-state periods.
In [20], a distributed dynamic event-triggered control scheme is
proposed to deal with frequency restoration and active power
sharing in MGs, which reduces the communication burden
measurably. In addition, the varying communication time
delays for the controller are investigated, and an upper bound
of time delays is provided. A distributed event-triggered
mechanism for dynamic average consensus to achieve fair
current sharing and average DC voltage regulation in a DC
microgrid is proposed in [21].
However, most of the existing distributed event-triggered
secondary control of MGs requires each DG evaluates its
trigger condition successively with the sampling period of the
digital control systems. However, the successive trigger
condition checking requires each DG mandates better
computational ability than that of the traditional distributed
secondary control, which increases the computation burden of
each DG, even though it reduced the communication burden.

To this end, this paper proposes a novel event-triggered leaderfollower tracking control for the frequency restoration of MGs
with reduced trigger condition checking. Besides, a simple
detection principle based on the aperiodic and intermittent
communication of the proposed event triggered control is
proposed to detect and isolate the compromised communication
links in a timely and economic fashion. The contributions of
this paper are listed as follows: 1) a novel distributed eventtriggered control strategy for frequency restoration is proposed
by designing a proper trigger condition without Zeno behavior,
which reduces the communication requirement significantly in
both transient and steady-state stages while achieving the
control goal. 2) an upper bound of trigger condition checking
period, which can be distributedly obtained by each DG, is
provided to help each DG reduce the frequency of trigger
condition checking, hence reduces the computation burden. 3)
a successive FDI attack detection and isolation method is
proposed to identify and eliminate the attacks on
communication links between each DGs, which increases the
resilience of the system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the traditional distributed secondary control for MGs
and provides the problem statement. Section III shows the main
results of this paper, in which a novel event-triggered condition
of leader-follower tracking based secondary frequency control
is developed, its Zeno behavior freeness is proved. Based on the
proposed event-triggered controller, a trigger condition
checking period is derived, and a FDI attack detection and
isolation mechanism is provided. Section IV conducts some
case studies to validate the proposed controller with a delicately
simulated test MG. Finally, Section V presents the conclusion
of this paper.

II. DISTRIBUTED SECONDARY CONTROL OF MGS AND
PROBLEM STATEMENT
MG is a typical cyber-physical system since it is a system
including an electric network and a communication network,
while the measuring and controlling implementations establish
the interaction between the physical and cyber spaces. For the
distributed secondary control in islanded MGs, only sparse
communication network is required, in which each DGs only
uses the local states and the states of its neighbors to achieve
the operational objective cooperatively. The distributed
secondary control framework of a MG with multiple DGs is
shown in Fig. 1.
A. Communication Network
For an islanded MG with n DGs, the communication network
can be modeled by a graph G = (V , E, A) , in which

V = {v1 , , vn } is the set of DGs, E  V  V is the set of edges
representing the communication links between DGs, and
A = [aij ]nn is the adjacency matrix with aii = 0 ( i = 1, , n ),
aij = 1 if DG j is the neighbor of DG i, e.i., (vi , v j )  E , and
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Accordingly, the set-point of frequency for DG i is adjusted
by the distributed secondary control as follows:
(3)
iset =  (i − KiP Pi )dt =  (k ui − KiP Pi )dt ,
where ui is the distributed secondary input, which is stated

Agent
i

Agent
3

neglected when studying the secondary control [3][4].
Although the droop control makes the DGs share active
power automatically, it will cause frequency deviation in
islanded MGs. Therefore, it requires the secondary control to
restore the frequency deviation back to its reference value. To
use the distributed control strategy in the secondary control of
MGs, differentiating (1) yields
(2)
i = iset − K iP Pi .

Agent
N
Agent
i+1

in (4), and P can be obtained from the power control loop [9].
ui = −  aij (i −  j ) − bi (i −  ref )
(4)
jM i

Communication network

Fig. 1. The distributed secondary control framework of a MG with multiple
DGs

aij = 0 otherwise, notice that, for an undirected graph, aij = 1

implies a ji = 1 , e.i, A = AT , where AT is the transpose of A.

where  ref is the reference frequency of secondary control,
which is usually set to be 50 Hz for islanded MG.
It can be seen from the control law that the distributed
secondary control only requires each DG to use the information
of local and from its neighbors to achieve the secondary control
objective coordinately.

All the neighbors of DG i is denoted by M i = { j | (vi , v j )  E} .
The degree of the graph is stated as D = diag{d1 ,

, dn } , where

di =  j =1 aij . Then, the Laplacian matrix of graph G is
n

defined as L = D − A . A path in the graph G is a sequence of
connected edges, and the graph is connected if there exists a
path between every two DGs. In the sense that graph G is
connected, the Laplacian matrix L is positive-semidefinite (e.i.,
the eigenvalues are non-negative) and irreducible. Assume that
only several DGs (not all) can receive the reference value. Thus,
a pinning matrix is defined by B = diag{b1 , ,bn } , where

bi = 1 implies that the pinned DG i can get the reference value,
and bi = 0 otherwise. Then, we define H = L + B [23].
B. Traditional Distributed Secondary Control
A DG is modeled as a voltage controlled voltage source
inverter in this paper. In the primary control layer, decentralized
droop control of each DG that emulates the behavior of
traditional synchronous generator can provide automatic power
sharing. The typical droop mechanism of active power and
frequency for DG i ( i = 1, , n ) is stated as follows [3][4][10]:
(1)
i = iset − K iP Pi ,
where i is the angular frequency, and can be convert into
frequency by fi = i / 2 Hz, iset is the nominal set-point of
angular frequency, K iP is the droop coefficient, and Pi is the
active power of DG i’s terminal.
The primary control layer also includes several inner control
loops, e.i., the voltage, current and power control loops. The
response speed of these control loops are faster than that of
droop control and any other high level control, thus they can be

C. The Objective of Distributed Event-triggered Secondary
Control
Notice that the traditional distributed secondary controller of
each DG needs to get access to the information from its
neighboring DGs successively to update the control signal in
theory, which is a waste of both communication and control
sources, and it would also increase the communication and
computation burden when the system scaling up. In fact, the
communication and control signal update can be implemented
discontinuously, e.i., the controller is triggered only when
necessary. Thus, distributed secondary control can be achieved
by event-triggered mechanism. However, most of the existing
event-triggered control strategy needs each agent to evaluate
trigger condition successively, which will turn to increase
computation burden of each DG. Therefore, the main objective
of this paper is to design a distributed event-triggered secondary
control scheme for islanded MGs with less communication and
computation cost to achieve the secondary frequency control
objective, specifically, for i = 1, 2, , N
lim |  i | =0 i  V ,
(5)
t →

where N is the number of DGs in MG, and
 i = i − ref
is defined as the tracking error.

(6)

III. DISTRIBUTED EVENT-TRIGGERED SECONDARY CONTROL
DESIGN
To reduce the communication and computation burden while
achieving the secondary frequency control objective for
islanded MGs, a novel Zeno free event-triggering mechanism
based distributed secondary strategy is developed in this section.
Then, a FDI attacks defense method is proposed based on the
proposed event-triggered control strategy.

A. Event-triggered Controller
Different from the continuous controller in (4), the eventtriggered based secondary controller of each DG uses the
estimates of its local and neighboring DGs’ states, rather than
their true states, to make the control decision, which is designed
as
ui = −kzi
(7)
zi =  ˆ i − ˆ j + di (ˆ i − ref )
jM i

(

)

where k is the control gain, ˆi is the estimate of DG i’s

( i = 1, 2, , n ) frequency. The estimate ˆi updates according to
the following rules
(8)
ˆ i (t ) = i (tki ),
t  [tki , tki +1 )
i
where t k is the kth trigger time, which will be elaborated in
section III B, for k = 0,1, 2, . Clearly, (8) implies that the
controller of DG i updates its estimate ˆi by using the true
frequency at the trigger time t ki and broadcast it to its out
neighbors, and the controller of DG i maintains ˆi in between
the events [tki , tki +1 ) . Therefore, ui is piecewise continuous in
the sense that it only changes when the trigger condition of DG
i is fulfilled, or its neighboring DGs’ events occur, otherwise,
ui remains unchanged.
B. Distributed Trigger Condition
From the previous analysis, one may notice that deriving the
trigger condition is the key to design an event-triggered
controller. In this section, the trigger condition is deduced in
detail.
Firstly, some identifications are needed to facilitate the
subsequent analysis. The estimate error ei that characterizes
the mismatch between the estimate frequency and the true
frequency of DG i is defined by
(9)
ei = ˆ i − i ,
i V , t  [tki , tki +1 )
This error is obtained locally and enables DG i to know how
far the estimates ˆi is away from its real frequency i . And ei
becomes 0 when the event occurs at t ki .
For the overall system, using the stacked form of (7)
(10)
z = H (ˆ −1n ref ) ,
where 1n denotes a vector of ones, and the stacked form of (9):
e = ˆ −  ,
(11)
combining with the tracking error defined in (6) yields
(12)
 = H −1 z − e ,
where H is positive definite [24],  = [1 , ,  n ]T  n ,
is the set
e = [e1 , , en ]T  n , z = [ z1 , , zn ]T  n , where
of real numbers.
From the tracking error of DG i (6) and the estimate error
(11), we have
(13)
 =  = −kH ( + e) .
To reduce the communication frequency of secondary
control for DG i ( i = 1, 2, , n ), the trigger time t ki and the
trigger condition are explicitly defined.

The trigger time t ki , at which DG i updates and broadcasts its
estimate ˆi based on (8), is defined as
(14)
tki inf{t  tki +1 | fi (t ) = 0},
i V
where fi ( ) is the trigger function that is defined by

i
(15)
z ,
m i
where 0   i  1 provides the flexibility of the controller,  m
denotes the minimum singular value of matrix H.
f i (ei , zi ) = ei −

C. Convergence Analysis
By using the trigger condition defined above, the main
theorem of the proposed control strategy is provided below.
Theorem 1. The control strategy designed in (7) with the
update rule in (8) ensures the islanded MG achieves the control
objective (5) asymptoticly in the sense that
(16)
i → ref as t → , i V
with DG i’ controller only updates and broadcast its estimate
ˆi at the trigger time defined in (14) and the trigger function
defined in (15).
Proof: We evaluate the convergence of the proposed eventtriggered control scheme by analyzing the evolution of the
tracking error using the following Lyapunov function candidate
V : n → as
1
V =  T H .
(17)
2
With (12) and (13), the derivative of (17) takes the form
V =  T H  = −kzT z +kzT He .
(18)

1
2
2
By using the Yang’s inequality xT y 
x +
y with
2
2
  0 , since H is symmetric and positive definite, (18) can be
upper bounded by
V  − k z + k m (
2


2

z +
2

e

2

2

)

    2 
 − k  1 − m  zi − m ei
2 
2
i =1 
represents the maximum singular
n

where  m
matrix H.
Let

2

ei =

,
(19)



value of

2

 i (2 −  m 2 ) 2
zi ,
m

(20)

(19) can be rewritten as
n

    2
V  −k  (1 −  i ) 1 − m  zi  .
(21)
2 

i =1 

2
By choosing 0   i  1 and 0   
, V is strictly

m

negative definite.
Notice that function f ( ) = 2 −  m 2 has the maximum
value max{f ( )}=1/ m at  = 1/  m in its definition domain
of (0, 2 /  m ) . Thus, each of DGs can use  = 1/  m to obtain
the optimal trigger condition ei = i zi /  m2 . Then, (21)
2

2
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2
V  − k  (1 −  i ) zi .
i =1 2

Remark 1: Notice that to evaluate the trigger condition, only
the estimate error ei , the control input zi and the maximum
singular value of matrix H  m are required for DG i. ei and zi
are local signals, while  m can either be obtained distributedly
for DG i [25]-[27], or can be enforced a prior by the designer.
Thus, the proposed event-triggered controller is fully
distributed.
Remark 2: Each event-trigger controller can decide when to
trigger and propagate states to its out neighbors based on the
designed trigger function and the trigger condition, but not
decide when to receive the information from its in neighbors,
because the triggers are aperiodic and unpredictable. In other
words, the data reception of each controller is passive.
An important observation is that, the following case may
happens: a received estimate from a neighbor of DG i might
lead to a discontinuity in the evaluation of f (t ) , where just
before the neighbor’s estimate was received f (t )  0 , while
immediately after, f (t )  0 [17]. Such case would let the
controller loss the trigger. Therefore, instead of updating and
broadcasting the estimate only when f (t ) = 0 , the following
definition of trigger condition is preferred.
(23)
fi (t )  0
where  is a threshold, which is a very small positive constant.
To reduce the communication at the steady-state period, the
following condition is also implemented,
|ref − ˆ i |   for bi = 1,
(24)

|zi |   for bi = 0,
which implies when the last estimate state is in a very small
neighborhood of the reference value of frequency, the controller
does not trigger any more.
The module diagram of the proposed event-triggered
distributed secondary controller is illustrated in Fig. 2. Notice
that the event-triggered controller is also located at each DG’s
location, and only uses its own and neighbors’ states to execute
the secondary control. However, different from the traditional
controller, the event-triggered controller does not use the real
states directly, rather it executes the following steps.
In each sampling period, for the controller of DG i,
( i = 1, 2, , n ),
Step 1. Compute the trigger function with i , ˆi and zi
based on Eq. (15).
Step 2. Determine if the current time is the trigger time using
the trigger condition defined in Eq. (23) & Eq.(24). If the
trigger condition is satisfied, go to Step 3, otherwise, go to Step
4.
Step 3. Update ˆi with the real frequency i based on the
update rule Eq.(8).
Step 4. Compute

ui based on Eq. (7). Then, obtain the droop

control set point iset using Eq. (3) and send it to the primary
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i
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The proof is complete.
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Fig. 2. The module diagram of the proposed event-triggered distributed
secondary controller

controller.
D. Zeno Behavior Freeness
Another important issue needs to be considered for eventtriggered controller is Zeno behavior, which refers to the events
of a controller occur an infinite number of times in a finite
period [17]. A well-designed event-triggered controller should
avoid Zeno behavior. In this section, we will show that the
proposed event-triggered mechanism is Zeno behavior free by
deriving a positive lower bound for the intervals of two adjacent
events. The following Lemma states our results.
Lemma 1: The proposed distributed event-triggered
secondary frequency controller (7) does not exhibit Zeno
behavior such that its minimum interval of two adjacent events
  + is lower bounded by

1 i
0.
(25)
k m
Proof: To show no DG’s controller updates and broadcast its
estimate an infinite number of times in a finite period, we
examine the inter-event interval when DG i ( i = 1, 2, , n ) does
not get new estimates from its neighbors. Assume DG i’s event
just occurs at t0 , e.i., ei (t0 ) = 0 . For t  t0 , while no new
estimates received from neighboring DGs, ˆi and ˆ j remain



constant. Thus, one can derive from (9) that ei = −i , and by
integrating form t0 to t

ei (t ) = k (t − t0 ) zi

(26)
*

Then, we try to find next trigger time t when the trigger
condition is fulfilled, e.i., f i (t * )  0 . If zi = 0 , no triggers will
ever occur for t  t0 since ei (t ) = 0 , which means the control
objective has been achieved. Thus, we consider the case when
zi  0 . After next trigger time t *  t0 , by using (26) and the
trigger condition defined in (23), we have

k 2 (t * − t0 ) 2 zi2 −

i 2
zi  0
 m2

(27)

Therefore, the lower bound of the inter-event time is

expressed by

Active period

 = t * − t0 
The proof is complete.

1 i
0
k m

(28)

Imactive period

...

...

■

Successive attack signal

...
E. Reduction of Trigger condition checking
Although the proposed distributed event-triggered controller
can reduce the communication burden during both steady state
and transient state, each of DGs needs to check its trigger
condition successively with the sampling period of the control
system, which significantly increases the computation burden
of each DG. Therefore, in this section, a trigger condition
checking period h  + is provided to lengthen the period of
trigger condition checking and reduce the computation burden.
Using {tn } (tn +1 = tn + h, n  {0, + }) to denote the sequence of
times at which DGs check their trigger condition.
The following Lemma shows the sufficient condition for h.
Lemma 2: Each of DGs only checks its trigger condition at
tn ( tn +1 = tn + h ) with the trigger condition checking period h
satisfying
1 −  max
h
.
(29)
2k  m
Then controller designed in (7) with the update rule in (8)
ensures the islanded MG achieves the control objective (5)
asymptoticly.
Proof: Under the proposed event-triggered control with
reduced trigger condition checking, the trigger condition (23)
and (24) is only guaranteed at tn . Thus, we analyze the defined
Lyapunov function (17) in between tn and tn +1 . For
t  [tn , tn + h) , integrating ei = −i from tn to t , we have
(30)
e(t ) = e(tn ) + (t − tn )kz (tn )
Substituting (30) in (18), we obtain
V = −kz T (tn ) z (tn )+kz T (tn ) He(tn ) + k 2 (t − tn ) z T (tn ) Hz (tn )
(31)
for all t  [tn , tn + h) .
Then, using (22), we can derive from (31) that
n
n
1
2
2
V  −k  (1 −  i ) zi (tn ) + k 2 h m  zi (tn )
i =1 2
i =1
(32)
n
2
1

= −k   (1 −  i ) − kh m  zi (tn )

i =1  2
1 −  max
By choosing h 
, V is strictly negative definite,
2k  m
which concludes the proof.
■
Note that the trigger condition checking period is determined
by  i , k and  m . Since each DG knows its own  i , and k,  m
can be obtained distributedly by each DG, each DG can
compute h distributedly as well.
It is worth of noting that the proposed distributed eventtriggered control method can also be used in voltage restoration
of islanded MGs, since the design of the distributed secondary
voltage control law can be the same as that of secondary
frequency control, see [10]. However, due to the space

...
Communication of event-triggered control

Fig. 3. The difference between communication of event-triggered control and
successive FDI attack

limitation, this paper analyzes the frequency restoration of
islanded MGs only.
F. Detection of FDI attacks on communication links
Although the distributed secondary control has the
advantages of flexibility, scalability and better computation
performance, the computation as well as the communication
network expose the system to potential cyber-attacks,
especially for the date exchange among DGs through
communication links. The attacker can easily inject malicious
signal into communication links through the corresponding
DGs’ receivers or transmitters. For the secondary control of
frequency restoration, the FDI attacks on the communication
link between DG i and DG j can be modeled as [28]:

u = − j =1 aij (i − ( j + ij )) − bi (i − ref )
n

(33)

where u is the corrupted control input for the distributed
secondary control,  ij is the successive injection by the
attackers, which can be unbounded.
The authors in [28] have illustrated that the FDI attacks on
communication links will lead to the tracking error  i fail to
converge to zero, that is
(34)
lim ε(t )  H T M  0  0
t →

where M denotes the communication incidence matrix, 0  0
is the lower bound of absolute value of the attack signal  ij .
This indicates that the communication links being injected by
FDI attacks could result in the system frequency being out of
synchronous, which would lead to other stability problem or
even crash the overall system. Therefore, the detection and
isolation of the attacks on communication links are of
importance for the normal operation of MGs.
In traditional distributed secondary control, each DG
executes (4) and propagate its updated states to its neighbors
with the sampling period of the control system. The proposed
event-triggered secondary controller of each DG also executes
(7) with the sampling period of the control system, but dislike
the traditional distributed secondary control, it exchanges date
with its neighbors aperiodically and intermittently. The data
transmission (DT) is different. Therefore, for the attackers do
not know the system is equipped with event-triggered
controllers, they would inject malicious signals following with
the sampling period of the control system, e.i., the FDI attacks
are successive with the same sampling period as the control
system. The difference between communications of eventtriggered control and successive FDI attacks is shown in Fig. 3.
Therefore, inspired by the method in [28], by using the
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IV. CASE STUDIES
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed distributed
event-triggered control scheme for frequency restoration of
islanded MG is validated with a test MG, whose single-line
diagram is illustrated in Fig.4, in which 4 DGs and 2 loads are
deployed. The inner control loops of primary control including
the voltage, current and power control loops are simulated in
detail based on [9]. The time step of the test MG is set to be
1e − 6 sec. The parameter settings are specified in TABLE I.

DG1
DC Source

difference of DT between attack signals and event-triggered
control signals, each DG can detect the successive FDI attacks
by measuring the DT. If the DT frequency of any
communication links is equal to the sampling frequency of the
control system for a period of time, the communication link is
identified as being attacked by malicious injections, then the
related DGs discard this links, e.i., refuse to use the date from
the corrupted link. Using this simple but effective principle, the
proposed event-triggered controller can detect and isolate the
corrupted communication links timely while ensuring the
achievement of the control objective.
It should be pointed out that the attack detection mechanism
is based on the assumption that the attackers have no knowledge
of the system being equipped with event-triggered controllers.
In fact, most of the controllers are implemented to be successive
with a determined sampling period in practice applications.
Thus, this assumption is natural.
It is also worth of noting that the proposed attack isolation
method should keep the communication network be connected
after dropping the corrupted communication links. Thus, to
protect the system from FDI attacks, the connectivity of the
communication needs to be big enough. To this end, the
following assumption needs to be hold.
Assumption 1. The intact communication links, e.i.,
communication links are not attacked, should maintain the
connectivity of the communication network.

Load 2

Fig. 4. The single-line diagram of the test MG

The reference value of frequency for the secondary control of
the islanded MG is set to be ref = 50 Hz. From the
communication topology of the test MG illustrated in Fig.1, we
can derive that  m = 3 , and the Laplacian matrix and the
pinning matrix can be obtained as follows:
 2 −1 0 −1
1
 −1 2 −1 0 

 , B = 0
L=
 0 −1 2 −1
0



−
1
0
−
1
2


0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0 
0

0

The parameter  i in the trigger condition is set to be 0.9. The
control gain k is set to be 50, and the threshold is set to be γ=1e3.
The effectiveness of proposed event-triggered control
scheme is validated with step load changes and FDI attacks on
communication links.
A. Case 1: performance of step response
The simulation process is set in the time sequence as follows:
1) At t=0 sec, the test MG is islanded from the main grid.
2) 0sec  t  1sec , the tested MG is governed only by the
primary control, and only Load 1 is connected.
3) At t=1 sec, the secondary control is started.
4) At t=2 sec, Load 2 is connected to the MG.
5) At t=3.5 sec, Load 2 gets disconnected to the MG.
The total simulation time is set to be 5 sec.
In Case 1, the performances of the proposed event-triggered
controller with successive trigger condition checking (term it as
Control Scheme 1 for conciseness) and the proposed eventtriggered controller with reduced trigger condition checking
(term it as Control Scheme 2 for conciseness) are evaluated and
compared.
Fig. 5 shows the simulation results of Control Scheme 1. It is
observed that the frequency gets deviate from 50 Hz after the
MG islanding from the main grid, while the proposed control
restores the frequency back to 50 Hz after starting and load
changing. It is well worth noting that, dislike the traditional

Fig. 8. The performance of Control Scheme 2 for Case 1
Fig. 5. The performance of Control Scheme 1 for Case 1

Fig. 6. The trigger time sequence of each DG of Control Scheme 1 in Case 1.

Fig. 9. The trigger time sequence of each DG of Control Scheme 2 in Case 1.

Fig. 7. The trigger time sequence of DG 2 of Control Scheme 1 during 2 sec
to 3.5 sec

Fig. 10. The trigger time sequence of DG 2 of Control Scheme 2 during 2 sec
to 3.5 sec
TABLE II
TOTAL TRIGGER TIME OF EACH DG

distributed secondary control, the curve of frequency is not
smooth in the transient process due to the event-triggered
mechanism. Fig.6 shows the trigger time sequence of each DG.
We can observe that the controller of each DG is triggered
asynchronously and aperiodically according to its own trigger
condition. The details of the trigger time sequence of DG 2
during 2 sec to 3.5 sec is illustrated in Fig. 7. It can be observed
from Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and TABLE II that the communication
requirement for each DG is significantly reduced during both
the transient and steady states.
For Control Scheme 2, according to  m = 3 ,  i =0.9 and
k = 50 , one can derive from (29) that h  0.00033 . So, we
choose h = 0.0003 to evaluate the trigger condition of Control
Scheme 2. Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the simulation results
of Control Scheme 2. They exhibit the similar performance to
that of its counterpart Control Scheme 1, which validate that the
proposed event-triggered control scheme is effective when each
DG checking the trigger condition with a greater period.
However, we can also observe form Fig. 10 and TABLE II that
Control Scheme 2 has better performance than Control Scheme
1 in the sense that each DG triggers less under Control Scheme
2. The reason is that DGs under Control Scheme 1 may trigger

CONTROL
SCHEME 1
CONTROL
SCHEME 2

DG 1

DG 2

DG 3

DG 4

490

1429

978

6148

311

554

483

1104

*Each of DGs under traditional distributed control should trigger 5  106 times.

many times during the trigger condition checking period of
Control Scheme 2 when ei and zi becomes very small.
Consequently, the proposed event-triggered controller with
reduced trigger condition checking can not only reduce the
computation burden, but also reduce more communication
requirement than that of its counterpart.
B. Attack on communication link
Consider an unbounded attack  23 =2t + sin t injecting into
the communication link between DG 2 and DG 3, which
satisfies Assumption 1. The simulation process in the time
sequence is set as:
1) At t=0 sec, the test MG gets disconnected from the main
grid.

9
the sampling period of control system (e.i., 1e-6) for 0.01 sec,
it is defined as being attacked. Fig. 13 shows the DT time
sequence between DG 2 and DG 3 from the perspective of DG
3. The difference of DT between successive FDI attack and
normal communication is apparent, so DG 3 can easily find that
the information from DG 2 is corrupted, then DG3 shuts down
the communication with DG 2 to isolate this attack.
V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 11. The performance of the traditional secondary control under
communication attack

Fig. 12. The performance of the event-triggered secondary control with attack
detection principle under communication attack

In this paper, a distributed event-triggered control is
proposed for the frequency restoration in islanded MGs. The
event-triggered condition that evaluates when to trigger the
controller is designed, and the Zeno behavior freeness is proved.
To reduce the computation burden of each DG, a trigger
condition checking period is derived. Each DG check its trigger
condition based on the selected period not only reduce the
computation burden significantly, but also reduce more
communication requirement. Furthermore, a simple attack
detection and isolation method is proposed based on the
property of communication. With the attack detection and
isolation method, each DG can eliminate the successive FDI
attack on communication links timely. The performances of the
proposed control with step load changes and data corruption of
communication links are evaluated by several simulation results,
which verifies that the designed event-triggered mechanism can
reduce the communication and computation requirement
significantly, and can protect the system against the attacks,
hence increases the resilience of the system.
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Fig. 13 The normal and attacked data transmission time sequence between
DG 2 and DG 3

2) 0sec  t  1sec , the tested MG is governed only by the
primary control, and only Load 1 is connected.
3) At t=1 sec, the secondary control is started.
4) At t=2 sec, the attack is conducted.
The total simulation time is set to be 3 sec.
Fig.11 illustrates the performance of the traditional
secondary control under communication attack. It is observed
that the conventional secondary control restores the frequencies
back to 50 Hz, however, the frequencies of DGs are out of
synchronous after the communication link between DG 2 and
DG 3 being attacked, and the frequency stability is failure. The
performance of the event-triggered Control Scheme 2 with
attack detection principle described in Section III F is illustrated
in Fig. 12. It can be found that the event-triggered control with
attack detection principle can detect the corrupted
communication link and turn off it immediately to protect the
system, the frequencies are restored back to 50 Hz after the
isolation of attacks. The monitoring time is set to be 0.01 sec,
e.i., if any communication link transfers data successively with
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